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Ultimate Sudoku provides a year of Sudoku puzzles to challenge all levels those new to the
popular puzzle craze, and those who have already become hooked! Featuring a mix of puzzle
styles such as Irregular, Diagonal, and Sum Sudoku, Ultimate Sudoku will provide hours of
entertainment while testing your skill and strategies.

About the AuthorChristopher Gruver's career in modeling was the beginning of his education on
the visual art of photography. Working with so many talented fashion photographers encouraged
his eye for photography to bloom. While living in Boulder, Colorado, Gruver discovered his
intuitive work with botanical photography. When I photograph a flower, there is a communication
that develops between my subject and myself. This unique and living dynamic is what I hope to
share with the viewer. If the viewer can sense that which lives in and is available to us in these
plants, then my work is successful. I have also come to realize that our respective arts have the
ability to cultivate awareness and peace.
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Michael McDaniel, “Great Price For A Great Puzzle Format. I love this sudoku calendar format.
The variety of puzzle formats and the size and portability of the calendar itself are exactly what I
prefer. Well worth the price. Delivered quickly. Perfect.”

heidi merritt, “Awesome puzzles. i love these puzzles. The paper is glossy though. Not eraser
friendly.”

JB, “Four Stars. okay”

Debbie Collins, “Arrived on time. I buy this every year and .... Arrived on time. I buy this every
year and my husband just loves it.”

Mary C.W., “Five Stars. i get this calendar every year. a different and varied puzzle every day.”

Shirley A Franck, “Five Stars. I buy one every year.”

Jim O, “Five Stars. Lot of numbers”

JMM - Congleton, “Great variety of puzzles. Always buy this for my husband and it never
disappoints. The variety of puzzles makes it a winner and far superior to other sudoku
calendars.”

Boris Klco, “Arrived on time, in excellent conditioner, and as advertised.. Arrived on time, in
excellent conditioner, and as advertised.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 18 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Item Weight: 1.05 pounds
Dimensions: 6 x 1.75 x 5.25 inches
Calendar: 320 pages
Paperback: 400 pages
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